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5Connecting CO ro-vibrational lineshapes to inner disc geometry inHAeBe discs - A modelling studyaa R. P. Hein Bertelsen, I. Kamp, L. B. F. M. Waters, K. Maaskant, W.-F. Thi, P. WoitkeIn preparation for submission to Astronomy & Astrophysics
Abstract
Infrared CO ro-vibrational emission lines are promising tracers of the geometry
and structure of the inner protoplanetary discs. We aim to provide a basis for
a better understanding of the geometry and structure in the discs around Herbig
stars, by systematically studyingmodelled CO ro-vibrational lines from a range of
disc structures that reflect actually observed inner disc structures. We have used
the thermo-chemical disc modelling code ProDiMo, to model CO ro-vibrational
lines from a grid of discs with varying dust and gas geometry. The models are
divided into three radial zones: zone 1 from 0.3 to 2.5 au, zone 2 from 2.5 to 34
au, and zone 3 from 34 to 500 au (the zones are based on the geometry of HD
97048). The investigated parameters are the dust-to-gas mass ratio or the total
disc mass, and the flaring index. By varying the dust-to-gas mass ratio in zone
1 and/or zone 2, we study discs with large or small dust holes or dust gaps. By
varying the total disc mass in zone 1 and/or zone 2, we study discs with large
and small dust+gas holes. We investigate line profile variations and fluxes as a
function of the rotational quantum number J, for each disc model. We find con-
stant line fluxes (2-3·10−17W/m2) with increasing J for our base model without
gaps. FWHMand peak separation, however, show an increasewith J value. Lines
emitted from all discs with dust depleted regions show significantly stronger line
fluxes than the no-hole/gap disc. The more the disc is depleted, the stronger the
lines become (up to a factor 10 stronger). In the discs where the gas is also de-
pleted, low andmedium J lines become even stronger (up to a factor 100 stronger),
due to larger surface areas in the outer disc contributing to the CO ro-vibrational
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emission. Dust depleted discs (depletion factors larger than 104) generally have
narrow lines with constant FWHM versus J, while continuous flaring discs show
more complex line shapes and increasing FWHM versus J, and continuous flat
discs show very broad lines with constant FWHM versus J. We find that a con-
stant FWHM versus J can be used to identify the presence of a dust gap, that the
presence of line wings can indicate the presence of gas inside the dust gap, and
that a strongly decreasing line flux versus J behaviour can indicate a gas depleted
region (factor 10-100 difference in line fluxes between high and low J). Lastly,
we applied this newly developed diagnostics to observed CO ro-vibrational lines
from three discs (HD 250550, Hen 2-80, andHD 97048). We find that observations
of these discs are consistent with the presence of dust depleted inner regions in
all three discs, and with gas and dust decoupling in two of the discs (HD250550
and HD97048). Our grid predicts a difference in FWHM between flaring and flat
discs, due to stellar radiation in flaring discs reachingmuch larger radii. Hence, in
flaring discs the narrow components dominate while in flat discs the broad com-
ponents arising from the inner disc dominate. This is consistentwith the observed
CO ro-vibrational emission from Herbig Ae/Be discs.
5.1 Introduction
Protoplanetary discs aroundHerbigAe/Be stars are often classified into two types
of SEDs (Spectral Energy Distribution): Group I SEDs display a rise in the mid-
infrared and group II SEDs show no such rise (Meeus et al. 2001). The difference
in the SED of these two types of discs is expected to be due to differences in the
disc geometry. Earlier group I sources were interpreted to be flaring discs while
group II sources were interpreted to be flat discs. Recently, Maaskant et al. (2013)
performed a study of four typical group I discs (flaring), and concluded thatmany,
if not all, group I discs must have dust gaps. This has lead to a re-classification
of the group I discs from being flaring discs to being discs with dust gaps. So far
very little systematic research has been done about the gas content inside these
dust gaps. Several cases of discs with suspected decoupling of gas and dust in
the inner discs have been noted (e.g. Brown et al. 2009, 2012, Casassus et al. 2013,
Bruderer et al. 2014, Maaskant et al. 2014, Hein Bertelsen et al. submitted, chapter
3).
Recently Bruderer (2013) studied whether gas can remain molecular (H2 and
CO) when placed in the dust free cavities of transition discs (gas and dust de-
coupled), using a grid of thermo-chemical models. Bruderer (2013) found that
despite the intense stellar UV radiation in the cavities, the gas can stay molecular
due to self-shielding even if only low amounts of gas are present in the cavities
(∼1% MEarth).
Emission lines that trace the regions where these dust cavities are usually ob-
served (inner few tens of au) could be very promising to explore the gas content
in the gaps. Carbon monoxide (CO) is the second most abundant species and is
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frequently detected in observations of discs (e.g. Carr et al. 2001, Blake & Boogert
2004, Brittain et al. 2007, 2009, van der Plas et al. 2014). The CO ro-vibrational
transitions have an emitting region that coincides with expected planet formation
regions, and thus with regions that possibly undergo depletion or gap forma-
tion. The peak separation and the line wings of the CO ro-vibrational profiles,
provide estimates of the inner and outer radius of the emitting region. However,
the detailed shapes of these lines are not yet fully investigated, and direct transla-
tion of line profile shape into disc geometry is not trivial. The profile shapes are
more complex than previously noticed in simplified theoretical models. In a re-
cent CRIRES survey of CO rovibrational emission from T Tauri stars, Brown et al.
(2013) found a variety of complex line profiles, while simple double-peaked Kep-
lerian profiles seemed rare. Additionally, many emission lines had excess flux at
the line center, suggesting emission from large radii, while no evidence of spatial
extent was seen. This indicates that slow discs winds may be involved. The au-
thors finally suggest that future detailedmodeling could help in the full exploit of
the information contained in the CO ro-vibrational spectra. In observations, vari-
ous effects can indeed be very hard to distinguish from each other due to limited
spectral resolution, S/N (Signal toNoise) and instrumental effects. We rarely have
the opportunity to explore the connections between physical and chemical con-
ditions and the Keplerian line profile shapes. Thermo-chemical protoplanetary
disc models with full non-LTE line radiative transfer can therefore be a valuable
tool to investigate the connection between disc geometry and line profiles. Hence,
in this paper we create a small modelling grid using different inner disc geome-
tries to study the impact of dust gaps, gas gaps, and the flaring index on the CO
ro-vibrational lines.
5.2 Modelling method
We use ProDiMo, a radiation thermo-chemical disc code that solves the radiative
transfer, the chemical network and the gas heating cooling balance (Woitke et al.
2009, Kamp et al. 2010). We parametrize the vertical disc structure, in order to
study the effect of differing geometries on the CO ro-vibrational emission lines
under fixed conditions. To predict the CO lines, level populations are calculated
from statistical equilibrium and detailed line transfer calculations are performed.
We use vertical escape probability to analyse the cumulative line flux. The total
line flux is taken from the detailed line radiative tranfer, but in most cases these
agree with the line fluxes calculated from escape probability1. We use the large
CO model molecule, developed for ProDiMo (Thi et al. 2013). We include flu-
orescence pumping to the A1Π electronic level and 40 rotational levels within 7
1 We encounter exceptions where the fluxes are not compatible. This happens in cases where large
parts of the line flux is contribited from a vertical inner wall, which the escape propability formalism
does not capture. However, we only use this formalism to analyse the qualitative line flux buil up,
and not for quantitative purposes.
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Table 5.1 – Base model Parameters
Inner radius Rin 0.3 au
Outer radius Rout 500 au
Stellar luminosity L∗ 40.70 L
Stellar mass M∗ 2.5 M
Flaring index β 1.3
Disc mass in zone 1 Mdisc,zone1 0.6·10−3
Disc mass in zone 2 Mdisc,zone2 8.5·10−3
Disc mass in zone 3 Mdisc,zone3 7.·10−2
Dust to gas mass ratio dust/gaszone1,2,3 0.01
Minimum grain size amin 0.01
Maximum grain size amax 1000.
Dust size distribution powerlaw index p -3.5
Dust grain material mass density ρgrain 2.09
Resolution grid size 100x100
Distance d 158 pc
inclination i 43◦
zone 1 0.-2.5 au
zone 2 2.5-34. au
zone 3 34.-500 au
vibrational levels of both the ground electronic state X1Σ+ and the excited state
A1Π. Our base disc model is ’inspired’ by a previously publishedMCMAXmodel
(Maaskant et al. 2013). This MCMAX model was developed to fit the SED ob-
served from the disc around HD97048, a disc labeled as group I (from the SED)
with a possible gap from 2.5-34 au inferred from Q-band imaging and radiative
transfer modelling (Maaskant et al. 2013). Our aim is not to fit this particular disc,
but instead we wish to explore a range of plausible disc geometries and evaluate
the traceability of the different inner disc geometries from the CO ro-vibrational
lines. Thus, we generate a ProDiMo model, that largely reproduces the MCMAX
model used in Maaskant et al. (2013). The resulting SED differs in the 5-15 µm
region by showing a more pronounced 10 µm Si feature than that present in the
MCMAX model. The remaining parts of the SED do not differ significantly.
In Table 5.1 we show the key modelling parameters used in our base model,
model # 0. This is a disc inclined to 43◦, at a distance of 158 pc, around a Her-
big star with a stellar mass of 2.5 M, and a stellar luminosity of 40.7 M. We
assume a dust composition of 60%Mg-Fe silicate (Dorschner et al. 1995) and 15%
amorphous carbon (Zubko et al. 1996), a PAH (Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocar-
bons) abundance of fPAH=0.001, and a cosmic ray ionisation rate of 1.4·10−17s−1
(UMIST). The disc stretches from 0.3 au to 500 au and is divided into three radial
zones, based on the possible gap present in HD 97048 (2.5-34 au): zone 1 from 0.3
to 2.5 au, zone 2 from 2.5 to 34 au, and zone 3 from 34 to 500 au (see Fig. 5.1). The
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total disc mass is ∼ 1.6 ·10−2M2, the dust-to-gas mass ratio is 0.01, and the flaring
index is β=1.33. In our grid of models, we vary either the flaring index in all zones
simultaneously, or the dust or gas content in zone 1 or zone 2, or zone 1 and zone
2 together. The dust and gas mass in zone 3 is always un-modified. In model se-
ries A the dust mass is varied by dividing the dust to gas mass ratio (dust/gas) in
one or two zones with a ’depletion factor’, xdust=101,102,103,104,105,106 , in model
series B the dust and gas mass is varied by dividing the disc mass in one or two
zones with a ’depletion factor’, xdust+gas=102,104,106, in model series C the flaring
index is varied, and in model series AC the flaring index and disc mass are varied
together. In Table 5.2 we show an overview of the parameter variations in our grid
of models, and in Fig. 5.2 a schematic view of the geometry in a selection of mod-
els (discussed in Sect. 5.3), is shown. Themeasurable quantities and characteristic












0.3 au 2.5 au 34 au 500 au
Figure 5.1 – Sketch showing the radial locations of the three zones in our modelling grid.
5.3 Model results
Results from the full grid of 20 models are presented in the Appendix. In the
following, we focus in detail only on selected models (model #0, A6, A7, A8, B3,
2 The masses in the individual zones, m1, m2, and m3, can be seen in Table 5.2, and they are derived
from the condition of a continuous disc structure.
3 The flaring index relates to the pressure scale height at a reference radius in the following way:
Hp ≈ rβ (For more details see e.g. Kenyon & Hartmann 1987, Williams & Cieza 2011)
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Figure 5.2 – Sketch showing the gas and dust geometry of the selected models from the
modelling grid. Model #0 - the base model, A6 - large dust hole, A7 - small dust hole, A8











Mdisc,zone1[ M] m1 = 0.6·10−3
Mdisc,zone2[M] m2 = 8.5·10−3
Mdisc,zone3[M] m3 = 7·10−2
Dust content (A)
Model A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8
Flaring index 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3
dust/gaszone1 10−3 10−4 10−5 10−6 10−7 10−8 10−8 0.01
dust/gaszone2 10−3 10−4 10−5 10−6 10−7 10−8 0.01 10−8
Mdisc,zone1[ M] m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1 m1
Mdisc,zone2[M] m2 m2 m2 m2 m2 m2 m2 m2
Gas content (B)
Model B1 B2 B3 B4
Flaring index 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3
dust/gaszone1 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
dust/gaszone2 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Mdisc,zone1[ M] m1·10−2 m1·10−4 m1·10−6 m1·10−6
Mdisc,zone2[ M] m2·10−2 m2·10−4 m2·10−6 m2
Flaring index (C)
Model C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
Flaring index 1.4 1.2 1.1 1.0 0.9
dust/gaszone1 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
dust/gaszone2 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Mdisc,zone1[ M] m1 m1 m1 m1 m1
Mdisc,zone2[M] m2 m2 m2 m2 m2
Dust content and flaring index (AC)
Model AC1 AC2
Flaring index 0.9 1.0
dust/gaszone1 10−8 10−8
dust/gaszone2 10−8 10−8
Mdisc,zone1[ M] m1 m1
Mdisc,zone2[M] m2 m2
C4, AC2) that exemplify the general trends of the full model grid and are of im-
mediate relevance to our analysis of recently observed sources (Hein Bertelsen et
al. submitted, Chapter 3). In Figures 5.4 and 5.5 we show the SEDs and the gas
volume density plots for these selected models. In Figures 5.6 to 5.12 we show the
optical depth (upper frame), the radial cumulative line flux (middle frame) and
the CO density (lower frame) for three representative lines (P4,P14, and P37, each
representative of low, mid and high J lines) from the selected models.
The SEDs of model # 0 (the base model), and model A8 (dust gap), are simi-
lar and resemble the SED of group I sources, with a distinctive increase at mid-
infrared (MIR) wavelengths. The SED of model A6 (large dust hole) and the SED
of model B3 (large dust+gas hole) are as expected identical and resemble that of
a typical transitional disc, with a deep drop in flux density at ∼10 µm. The SED
for model A7 (small dust hole) appears as that of group I disc, with a small drop
in flux density at ∼2 µm. From there on the flux density stays almost constant out
to ∼100 µm. The SED of model C4 (flat disc) is similar to a typical group II SED,
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Figure 5.3 – Measurable quantities and characteristic features of the line profiles.
while the SED of model AC2 (flat disc with a large dust hole) is more similar to
that seen for transitional discs than group II discs. The main difference between
the SED of AC2 and a typical transitional disc, is a much faster decline in flux
density when moving to far-infrared (FIR) wavelengths. This type of SEDs bears
some resemblance to a few observed sources (see e.g. Chapter 3 or Verhoeff et al.
2012).
In the gas volume density plot (Fig. 5.5), the gas temperature contour lines
indicate the presence of a ’hot finger’ at the disc surface in all models. This ’hot
finger’ stretches from the star out to 30 au and temperatures reach 1000-5000 K.
The CO abundance contour lines indicates that CO is less abundant at the location
of the ’hot finger’ and the line emitting regions in the CO density distribution
plots (Figures 5.6-5.12) show that the hot finger does not contribute significantly
to the emission. The location and temperatures of the hot finger are not affected
by the introduction of dust gaps or holes (model A6, A7, A8). Meanwhile the gas
temperature in the gap/hole is warmer (Tgas ∼300 K) than in the continuous disc,
due to the reduced opacity in the gaps/holes (see the Av=1 contour in Fig. 5.5).
In the gas depleted model and the flat discs (B3, C4, and AC2), the appearance of
’the hot finger’ is changed according to the gas density profile, i.e. the surface of
the inner disc. However, the temperatures in ’the hot finger’ are the same as in the
other models.
The optical depth plots (Figures 5.6 to 5.12) reveal that lines from the selected
models are all optically thick (with the only exception being high J lines from
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model B3). In Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14, we show the individual line profiles from
each selected model. The FWHM, peak separation, and line fluxes versus the up-
per J level of individual lines are shown in Figures 5.15 to 5.17.
Figure 5.4 – The SED of selected models (black) and the stellar spectrum (blue). For ref-
erence we show the Spectral energy distribution from the continuous disc model from
(Maaskant et al. 2013) (red) next to all SEDs. The model identification is indicated on the
plot. Model #0 - the base model, A6 - large dust hole, A7 - small dust hole, A8 - large dust
gap, B3 - large dust and gas hole, C4 - flat disc, AC2 - flat disc with large dust hole.
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Figure 5.5 – Gas volume density from selected models from our grid. From top left to
bottom right: Model #0, A6, A7, A8, B3, C4, AC2. Contour lines showing Tgas=2000 K
(white), min(Av,ver, Av,rad ) = 1.0 (minimum of the radial and vertical dust extinction) (black),

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Chapter 5 – CO ro-vibrational lines from a geometry modelling grid
5.3.1 The base model
Model # 0 is a continuous flaring disc without any gaps or holes. The cumula-
tive flux plot (Fig. 5.6) indicates that many of the CO ro-vibrational emission lines
build up over a radially extended region. For low J lines the emitting region ex-
tends out to the outer disc radius, for mid J lines the emitting region extends to
∼200 au, and for high J lines 80% of the emission builds up within 0.5 au and
the emitting region extends to ∼10 au. All transitions show a strong contribution
to the emission from the inner radius of the disc (10%, 15%, and 70% of the to-
tal flux for P4, P14, and P37 respectively). After this initial steep increase of the
cumulative flux, the cumulative flux gradient becomes flatter. The extended emit-
ting regions of low andmid J lines indicate that high gas temperatures (>1000 au)
are not essential for CO ro-vibrational transitions to occur. For comparison, an
outer radius of ∼60 au for the CO ro-vibrational emission from the disc around
HD 97048, was derived from combined spectra (both high and low J lines) by van
der Plas et al. (2014).
In Fig. 5.13 line profiles from model # 0 are shown. We identify three profile
shape types: 1) At high J, very broad double peaks, with almost vertical profile
sides. 2) At low J, very narrow double peaks (close to single peak), with broad
wings (these wings are present at velocities that correspond to the velocities of
the broad lines seen at high J). 3) At intermediate J values, narrow double peaks
and stronger broadwings turning into shoulders. The wings, shoulders, and very
broad double peaks are features arising from emission close to the inner disc ra-
dius, Rin. The almost vertical sides of the shoulders or broad double peak is due
to the steep rise of the cumulative flux at Rin. When the cumulative flux curve
flattens a depression between double peaks is seen in the line profile. The narrow
components arises due to emission from the outer disc. The gradual increase in
the cumulative flux after a nearly flat part close to Rin, leads to a narrow compo-
nents with a more or less strong broad component (wings or shoulders). Finally
the cumulative flux flattens off in the outer disc as it reaches 100%. This flattening
causes the peak depression in the narrow double peak component.
The gradual variation over J of the relative peak height between the narrow
and broad component, causes a FWHM value that increases with J. Meanwhile,
the peak separation ∆vpeak is constant up to J ∼20, and from J ∼28 and higher. At
low J, the narrow component dominates causing very low ∆vpeak values (close to
single peaks), and at high J, the broad component dominates causing very high
values of ∆vpeak ∼120 km/s. Line flux values are roughy constant through J, with
Fline ∼ 2 · 10−17W/m2. With similar line fluxes, lines that are dominated by the
broad component will be much less detectable (the line is smeared over many
velocity channels) than lines dominated by the narrow component. In particular,
noise and spectral resolution might render the high J lines undetectable.
To explore the observed appearance of these type of line profiles, we have
convolved the model line profiles with the spectral resolution of CRIRES/VLT
(R=100000), and applied a signal to noise of S/N=100. The simulated observed
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profiles can be seen in the left frame of Fig. 5.18. Lines up to J ∼10 show clean
narrow single peaks with no clear signs of the broad wings/shoulders. Mean-
while, high J lines (J>15) are significantly more noisy and show a sudden jump
in width. Thus, with low J lines detected very clearly, an observer might dismiss
the higher J lines which will be very noisy and atypical in width as unreliable.
5.3.2 A large dust hole
Model A6 is a flaring disc with a large dust hole of 34 au. The gas mass within the
dust hole is unchanged (i.e. it is the same as in model #0). Fig. 5.7 shows that all
lines (low, mid, and high J) have a similar emitting region that stretches from the
inner radius of the gas disc out to ∼34 au, the location of the dust wall. The onset
of the emission is gradual, and the flux builds up evenly over the entire emitting
region.
The line profiles frommodel A6 show double peaks with broad (weak) wings,
and a similar line shape for all J (Fig. 5.13). The FWHM and peak separation are
constant with J, up to J=35 (vpeak ∼10 km/s and FWHM∼20 km/s). The velocities
of the double peaks correspond to the dust wall, while the wings are emission
from the inner gas disc. The surface area for emission is larger at the dust wall (34
au) than at Rin. Thus, when the continuumopacity is lowered in the inner disc, CO
ro-vibrational transitions are emitted from a larger surface further out in the disc,
also enlarging the total line fluxes by a factor ∼10. Furthermore, the CO emission
from the inner 34 au is not limited by the local continuum optical depth (Fig. 5.7).
Hence, the inner 34 au are transparent at ∼5 µm, and all CO emission is visible,
instead of just that above the τcont(5 µm)∼1 surface as in model #0. Line flux values
are roughy constant through J, with Fline ∼ 4 · 10−16W/m2. This is more than an
order of magnitude larger than line fluxes from the continuous disc (model #0).
The flux at Rin in these two models is similar, but in model #0 10-70% of the flux
comes from Rin, causing either wings, shoulders, or broad double peaks. Inmodel
A6 only a few percent of the total flux come from Rin (causing weak wings) while
the rest of the emission comes from larger radii (now contributing more due to
lower continuum opacity in the inner disc). The high line fluxes derived from
this disc model are at the upper end of observed CO ro-vibrational line fluxes
from Herbig Ae/Be discs (e.g. for HD 97048, AB Aur, and HD 163296, line fluxes
lie in the range 1-3·10−17W/m2, van der Plas et al. 2009, Brittain et al. 2003, Hein
Bertelsen et al. submitted, chapter 3). Furthermore, in this disc model, we use a
flaring index of β=1.3 while in many observed discs lower values are seen, which
would lead to less extended line emitting regions and lower line fluxes.
Applying the spectral resolution of CRIRES/VLT (R=100000), and a signal to
noise of S/N=100 has very little effect on the appearance of the line profiles from
model A6, because these lines are more than an order of magnitude stronger than
model #0. Hence, the typical noise level applied becomes too small to notice.
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5.3.3 A small dust hole
Model A7 is a flaring disc geometry with a small dust hole out to 2.5 au. The gas
mass within the dust hole is unchanged (i.e. it is the same as in model #0).
From Fig. 5.8 we see the main contributions to the emission for all lines (low,
mid, and high J) comes from a region that stretches from the inner radius of the
gas disc out to ∼2.5 au, the location of the dust wall. The onset of the emission
is more abrupt than in model A6, ∼5% of the flux comes from Rin, followed by a
gradual increase out to ∼2.5 au. Low and mid J lines have an additional 10-20%
contribution from 2.5 au to ∼100 au.
The line profiles frommodel A7 (Fig. 5.13) show combined narrow and broad
double peaks in low J lines. The narrow central component is due to the addi-
tional 10-20% contribution from 2.5 au to ∼100 au. At high J only the broader
double peaks are present. The jump to 5% at Rin in the cumulative flux plot trans-
lates into weak shoulders. The peak separation and the FWHM are roughly con-
stant for the broad component. Line flux values are constant through J, with
Fline ∼ 1.5 · 10−16W/m2, that is, an order of magnitude larger than lines from the
continuous disc (model #0), but a factor 2.6 weaker than model A6 (large dust
hole).
Applying the spectral resolution of CRIRES/VLT (R=100000), and a signal to
noise of S/N=100 does not impact the overall appearance of the line profilesmuch.
The main effects are that shoulders become smooth wings and the central narrow
double peak becomes a single peak. In real observations, a science spectrum is
usually divided by a telluric standard spectrum to remove atmospheric absorp-
tion from the science spectrum. Unfortunately, residuals from imperfect telluric
corrections are often present. These residuals are typically centered on the CO
ro-vibrational emission lines from the discs and are seen as either peaks or dips
(over correction versus under correction) in the line centre. The general procedure
is to make small adjustments in the optical depth of the telluric standard spectra
(∆τ) to get a perfect match between atmospheric absorption lines in the science
spectrum and the telluric spectrum (avoiding the presence of residuals), before
dividing the science spectrum by the telluric spectrum. An observer presented
with broad double peaks with an additional narrow component (single peak),
only seen at low J could interpret them as telluric residuals due to over correction
and attempt to remove them by choosing a different ∆τ.
5.3.4 A dust gap
Model A8 is a flaring disc with a large dust gap reaching from 2.5 to 34 au. The
gas mass within the dust gap is unchanged (i.e. it is the same as in model #0).
The cumulative flux (Fig. 5.9) shows that for low and mid J lines, less than 5%
of the emission arises at Rin. The main flux contribution to these lines is coming
from the lowered opacity region, i.e. the dust gap. For high J lines ∼25% of the
emission comes from Rin. After the onset no emission is contributed until ∼5 au.
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The remaining part of the line flux in the high J lines builds up from 5-34 au
(inside the dust gap).
The sample of line profiles from model A8 (Fig. 5.13) shows narrow double
peaks (peak locations correspond to the location of the dustwall) withweak broad
wings that become broad shoulders at high J>31. The difference between weak
wings and stronger shoulders is due to the differences in the cumulative flux onset
at Rin, which varies between 5% and 25%. The FWHM and the peak separation
stays constant and are similar to the values in model A6 up to J<35. Beyond J=35,
the broad shoulders dominate the FWHMmeasurement. Line fluxes are constant
up to J>30. Beyond that, the line fluxes decrease by a factor ∼2. The typical flux is
Fline ∼ 1 · 10−16W/m2, a factor ∼3 larger than line fluxes from the continuous disc
(model #0), due to the contribution from the lowered opacity region, and a factor
of two lower than the the line fluxes from model A6 (dust hole).
For these lines, we also calculated convolved and noise applied simulated lines
to explore the observed appearance of the lines (R=100000, S/N=100). These sim-
ulated observed profiles can be seen in the right frame of Fig. 5.18. The profiles
are seen as narrow but clearly separated double peaks (except for a few of the
lowest J lines) with no detectable shoulders/wings. Only the line profiles with
J>35 show signs of the shoulder/wing. To an observer, these high J lines might
look unreliable due to the noisier appearance and they could get excluded from
the analysis. If they get included in the line analysis, the high J lines might yield
much lower line fluxes, due to large errors in the continuum placement (mistak-
ing wings for continuum). This would lead to an even stronger drop in flux at
high J values. Overlooking the presence of shoulders in high J lines from model
A8, would lead to a very strong similarity in line profile shapes to the lines from
model A6. In that case, the line flux versus J behaviour (decreasing line fluxes at
high J), and the appearance of the SED can help to break the degeneracy.
5.3.5 A large dust+gas hole
Model B3 is a flaring disc with a large dust+gas hole reaching from the star to 34
au. The gasmass in the hole is divided by a factor 106 and from the CO abundance
contour lines on Fig. 5.5 we see that there is no significant amount of CO present
in the hole. Hence, no CO ro-vibrational emission is coming from the inner 34 au.
For high J lines, all emission builds up at once at 34 au (Fig. 5.10). For mid
and low J lines, there is an additional contribution to the emission from further
out. This difference can be seen as a smaller depression between the double peaks
(Fig. 5.14) for low J lines compared to high J lines.
The line profiles frommodel B3 showvery narrowdouble peakswith nowings
(Fig. 5.14). In fact, the profile sides are vertical due to the large fraction of the total
flux originating at 34 au. The line shape, FWHM and peak separation are similar
for all J. Line flux values are roughly constant up to J=20; beyond that, they
decrease rapidly (there is up to a factor 50 difference between low and high J line
fluxes). Low andmid J lines (J<20) are a factor∼10 stronger (Fline ∼ 3·10−15W/m2)
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than the same lines from model A6 (large dust hole), and a factor ∼100 stronger
than those from the continuous disc. These lines remain optically thick, but come
from much larger surface areas, i.e. the inner wall of the outer disc and beyond
(out to 100 au), making the lines much stronger and very narrow. The high J lines
(J>20) are of similar strength to a factor three weaker than the same lines from
model A6. The high J lines do not have significant contributions to the emission
beyond the dust wall at 34 au, and the lack of CO gas in the dust gap cause these
lines to beweaker than high J lines frommodel A6, which have both contributions
from the dust wall and the inner dust depleted disc. For smaller dust+gas holes
the difference between the line fluxes in the high and low J lines are smaller: E.g.
model B4, from our full grid of models, has a dust+gas hole out to 2.5 au, and
shows a constant line flux to J behaviour (Fig. 5.26 in theAppendix). To determine
atwhich hole size this behaviour flips from constant to decreasing requires further
modelling.
5.3.6 A flat disc
Model C4 is a flat continuous disc (flaring index β=1). The reference scale height
is fixed at the reference radius (Rref=10 au) to the same value for all models in our
grid, h0=0.3 au. In the case of a lower flaring index (β=1), this leads to a higher
scale height at Rin than in model #0 (and the other models with β=1.3). As can
be seen from the gas volume density plot (Figures 5.5, the geometry is different
from that of model #0. In the flat models, not much stellar radiation is reaching
the outer disc.
The CO ro-vibrational emission is coming from very close to the inner radius
and there is no outer disc contribution (Fig. 5.11). The lines from model C4 are
very broad and almost flat topped (Fig. 5.14). The FWHM and peak separation is
constant for all lines and corresponds to a narrow annulus of emission at the inner
rim. The line flux is constant with J level, and flux levels are similar or slightly
stronger than that of model #0. This is due to the higher scale height at the inner
rim, compared to the base model, leading to CO ro-vibrational emission coming
from a larger surface area. A flat disc model with the scale height fixed to the
same value at the inner rim as that of model #0, should yield lower line fluxes
than model #0. These type of lines are less likely to be detected than those from
model #0, since the same flux amount (or lower, if we would fix the scale height
at the inner rim) is spread over many velocity channels. This is illustrated, in the
high J line profiles from model #0 (shown with noise and spectral convolution in
the left frame of Fig 5.18).
5.3.7 A flat disc with a dust hole
Model AC2 is a flat disc (flaring index β=1) with a large dust hole out to 34 au.
Like model C4 (flat continuous disc), this model has a higher scale height at Rin
than model #0 (and the other models with β=1.3). Meanwhile, unlike model C4,
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the stellar radiation can reach larger radii, due to the low continuum optical depth
inside 34 au.
From Fig. 5.12 we see that the flux in the CO ro-vibrational lines builds up
gradually over the inner 34 au (the hole), except for high J lines which build up
over the inner 10 au. In Fig. 5.14 the sample of line profiles found frommodel AC2
is shown. These lines have a broad base and a narrow peak separation (line wings
grow gradually into the peaks). The FWHM is highly variable due to the very
gradual slope of the profile sides and the FWHM versus J plot (Fig. 5.15) splits
into two parts. This is an artifact of the automatised FWHM measurement, the
line profiles themselves only show subtle variations with J. The peak separation
is constant up to J=25. Hence, the outer radius of the emitting region is similar
for these transitions, and it is set by the location of the dust wall (as seen from
Fig. 5.12). The line fluxes are constant over J with Fline ∼ 2.5 · 10−16W/m2. This
is an order of magnitude larger than lines from a continuous disc (flat or flaring,
i.e. model #0 or C4), and of similar flux level as model A6 (flaring disc with a
dust gap). A large part of the flux is emitted within 10 au, a region where the
scale height is higher than in the flaring discs and the surface area for emission
in an inclined disc is consequently larger. As in model C4, a scale height fixed
at the inner rim to the same value as model #0 would lead to lower line fluxes.
Furthermore, the ratio between the contributions from the inner disc and the dust
wall might also be different, leading to different line profile shapes.
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Figure 5.13 – Individual normalised line profiles from the selected models. Sketches of the
geometries of the relevant models are shown at the top. From left to right: Model #0, A6,
A7, A8. The upper level J number is indicated next to each line. From top to bottom the
lines are ordered by emitting wavelength (the upper half are the P-branch lines and the

















































Figure 5.14 – Individual normalised line profiles from the selected models. Sketches of the
geometries of the relevant models are shown at the top. From left to right: Model B3, C4,
AC2. The upper level J number is indicated next to each line. From top to bottom the lines
are ordered by emitting wavelength (the upper half are the P-branch lines and the lower
half are the R-branch lines).
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Figure 5.15 – The FWHMversus the upper J level for line profiles from the selectedmodels.
The model identifications are indicated on the plot. The pure model results are shown as
black crosses, while blue crosses show the model results convolved with the CRIRES/VLT
spectral resolution of R=100000. In most cases, the convolved model results do not differ
from the pure model results.
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Figure 5.16 – The peak separation versus the upper J level for line profiles from the se-
lected models. The model identifications are indicated on the plot. The pure model results
are shown as black crosses, while blue crosses show the model results convolved with the
CRIRES/VLT spectral resolution of R=100000. In most cases, the convolved model results
do not differ from the pure model results.
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Figure 5.17 – The line fluxes versus the upper J level for line profiles from the selected
models. The model identifications are indicated on the plot. The pure model results are
shown as black crosses, while blue crosses show the model results convolved with the
CRIRES/VLT spectral resolution of R=100000. Here, the convolved model results do not








































Figure 5.18 – Individual convolved and noise added (CRIRES/VLT spectral resolution of
R=100000, and S/N=100) line profiles from model #0 and model A6.
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Here, we discuss the diagnostic features for the CO ro-vibrational lines that we
derive from the model grid results. We compare the results to three observed
discs, and we discuss more generally the problems that can arise when applying
these diagnostics to observed CO ro-vibrational emission lines.
5.4.1 Diagnostic behaviour to predict geometry
From the results of thismodelling grid, we can derive several line features that can
be used as independent disc geometry tracers. Table 5.3 shows an overview of the
line profile features of the selected models. As proposed earlier (Hein Bertelsen
et al. submitted, chapter 3), a FWHM versus J that stays flat, should indeed be
indicative of a gap. Unfortunately, a flat (flaring index ≤1.0) disc with no gap
would also show a constant FWHM versus J behaviour. However, lines from a
flat discwould showmuch broader lineswith smaller line to continuum contrasts,
that are perhaps not even detectable. An increasing FWHM versus J behaviour,
can point towards either a continuous disc, or a disc with a dust gap where the
depletion factor is small. In our full grid, discs with depletion factors of 104 or
smaller show constant FWHM versus J up to J=30.
The presence of wings also traces geometry. Smooth line wings indicates that
gas is present in the inner disc. Thus, when a dust cavity is inferred indepen-
dently from other observations, clear line wings can be taken as evidence that
gas is present in the cavity. If we cannot apriori infer from other data that a dust
cavity is present, then the CO ro-vibrational lines can indicate the presence of a
dust cavity. For a continuous disc, high J line profiles are dominated by a strong
broad component (while the low andmid J lines are dominated by a narrow com-
ponent). Hence, the lack of shoulders or strong broad components in high J CO
ro-vibrational lines, point to the presence of a dust cavity. Gas in a dust cavity
will only cause line wings and not strong broad components. This is because a
much larger surface area is available for emission in the outer disc than the inner
disc. Hence, when dust is removed from the inner disc exposing a large surface
area at the dust wall to stellar radiation, the dust wall will add a much larger flux
contribution than the inner disc.
Excluding high J lines (J>20), the peak separation stays mostly constant in
all geometries and indicates the outermost radius of the main emitting region.
However, in real observations, the narrower peaks might not be separated well,
and can easily be mistaken as single peaks.
In all continuous gas discs, line fluxes stay roughly constant with J number.
In contrast, the gas depleted discs show line fluxes that decrease rapidly with J
number for J>20, in the case of large dust+gas cavities. The limiting hole size
to cause this behaviour is unknown and should be explored with more modelling
becausewe only studied two sizes, 2.5 au and 34 au. The larger the depletion factor
of the gas in the cavity, the steeper the flux decrease. Hence, a sample of observed
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lines with line fluxes that decrease strongly with J number could indicate gas
holes in the disc.
5.4.2 Applying diagnostics to observed discs
In chapter 3, we observed two discs (HD 250550 and Hen 2-80) that showed op-
posing behaviour in the CO ro-vibrational lines and the SED. We apply our new
diagnostic to these sources in the following. Furthermore, the parameters used in
the grid presented in this chapter have been based on one particular source, HD
97048. For this source CO ro-vibrational emission lines have also been detected
(van der Plas et al. 2014), and we also apply our new diagnostic to this disc.
HD 250550 is labelled as a group Ia disc from the SED, i.e. silicate features
has been detected, and according to Maaskant et al. (2013) and Khalafinejad et al.
submitted this would infer a small dust gap (smaller than 17 au, which is the size
of the smallest dust gap derived for a group Ib disc). We observed this disc with
CRIRES/VLT and found the fundamental CO ro-vibrational emission lines to be
single peaked with clear wings, an increasing FWHM versus J (14-23 km/s), and
a roughly constant line flux versus J (3-5·10−17W/m2). In chapter 3 we suggested
that this might be a disc with a small dust gap that is still filled with gas. Thus,
dust and gas would be decoupled in the inner disc.
With the trends extracted now from our modelling grid, we would interpret
the increasing FWHM versus J behaviour as coming from a continuous disc or
a disc where the depletion factor of dust is small. However, the increase of the
FWHM is much more moderate than what we see in our models with low or no
dust depletion, and we also note the absence of strong shoulders or broad lines
with vertical sides at high J. Thus, some degree of dust depletion in the inner
regions could be present. E.g. model A2 (dust hole with a dust to gas mass ratio
of 10−4, i.e. a dust depletion factor of 102) could be a candidate for a similar ge-
ometry, since this model has an increasing FWHM without significant shoulders
present below J=36. The narrow peak separation (single peaks) could be consis-
tent with what we see in both, models with dust depleted inner regions, or low J
lines from a continuous flaring disc. In our grid we only vary a few parameters,
and it seems likely that this disc could have a geometry not covered by our grid:
The lack of strong broad components at high J indicates the presence of a dust
cavity, the detection of Si features indicates a small dust hole (smaller than 34 au),
while the single peaked nature of the line indicates that the dust cavity should
however, be larger than the 2.5 au of model A7. Meanwhile, the constancy of line
fluxes over J, and the clearly visible line wings can be taken as strong evidence
that the gas is not depleted in the inner regions (whatever the size and depletion
factor of a potential dust cavity). The models in our grid where gas is depleted in
the dust gap show vertical profile sides without anywings and a factor 10-100 line
flux difference between high and low J lines. To summarise, we have two obser-
vational diagnostics that point toward the presence of a gap. One is the group I
classification (suggested by Maaskant et al. 2013, to be related to discs with gaps),
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and the other is the lack of shoulders or strong broad components in the observed
high J CO ro-vibrational lines. If we trust these indications that a dust hole/gap
is present in the inner disc, dust and gas could indeed be decoupled in this disc
(i.e. gas present in a dust cavity).
Hen 2-80 is labelled as a group I disc from the SED (both a or b is possible
since the Si features have not been observed yet). We observed this disc with
CRIRES/VLT and found the fundamental CO ro-vibrational emission lines to be
broad (38 km/s) with clear double peaks. The profile sides are close to vertical,
and very extended wings are absent. A constant FWHM versus J behaviour was
noted, together with a roughly constant line flux versus J (2-4·10−17W/m2). In
chapter 3, we suggested that this might be a disc with a small dust hole/gap with
CO emission emitted from within the hole/gap. From our modelling grid, we
would interpret the constant FWHM versus J behaviour as coming from a disc
where the depletion factor of dust is large (∼105 or more). The broad peak sepa-
rations are consistent with a small dust hole, causing the strongest emission con-
tribution (which is from the dust wall) to be close to the star. The lack of extended
line wings indicate that the gas could also be depleted in the dust hole. There is
no strong decrease in line fluxes at high J as seen for many of our gas depleted
discs. Meanwhile, in the case of only a small dust+gas hole, constant line fluxes
were seen (model B4, with a hole out to 2.5 au).
The line shapes fromHen 2-80 are very similar to those frommodel B4. Hence,
this disc could be similar in geometry to model B4, where only zone 1 is depleted
in both dust and gas (the line profiles ofmodel B4 are shown in Fig. 5.29 in theAp-
pendix). Model B4 has an additional central weak and narrow component present
in low J lines between the broader double peaks. Meanwhile, the low J lines from
Hen 2-80 were deemed unreliable and excluded from our analysis due to a strong
absorption component centred on these lines. The presence of a narrow central
component, hidden in the absorption cannot be excluded. If Hen 2-80 indeed
only hosts a small dust+gas gap, the silicate feature should be detectable from
this source making this a group Ia disc.
From Q-band imaging and radiative transfer modelling Maaskant et al. (2013)
inferred a dust gap in the disc around HD 97048 from 2.5 to 34 au. This is con-
sistent with the geometry in model A8. From this model we find a constant full
width half maximum, FWHM∼16 km/s (up to J=36), a constant line flux at low
J (Fline ∼ 10−16W/m2), followed by a decrease beyond J ∼30 of more than a factor
of two (the decrease would be even stronger if broad shoulders are overlooked).
Furthermore, we would expect a constant low peak separation, and a low de-
pression between peaks at low J (leading to round topped or single peaked pro-
files). Van der Plas et al. (submitted) observed, a constant FWHM 18-16 km/s,
Fline ∼10−16W/m2, except for P30, P32, and P36 (Fline ∼1-3·10−17W/m2), narrow
double peaks, with very small or no central depression, i.e. many lines are round
topped/single peaked. Thus, these observed lines are consistent with the predic-
tions from model A8.
In a sample study of CO ro-vibrational lines from Herbig Ae/Be discs van der
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Plas et al. (2014) noticed an overall trend that the FWHM of group I and group
II discs were different. The group I discs had narrow FWHM, while the group II
discs had broad FWHM. One possible explanation offered for this was that per-
haps, CO (gas)was depleted in the inner regions. Recently, a new interpretation of
the geometry of the two groups of Herbig Ae/Be discs has been offered, that sup-
ported this interpretation. Maaskant et al. (2013) inferred a dust gap in the discs
around several Herbig Ae/Be stars and concluded that many, if not all, group
I discs must have dust gaps. Meanwhile, a handful of group I discs do not have
narrow FWHM for the CO ro-vibrational lines, consistent with the previous trend,
but instead much broader lines similar to those for group II discs are seen.
With the results from this grid of models we can now offer another interpre-
tation of the difference in FWHM for group I and group II discs. We have seen in
our grid, that when the surface areas at larger radii in the disc are reached by the
stellar radiation (as in flaring discs), these areas give a much larger flux contribu-
tion than the inner regions due to the larger surface areas available in the outer
discs. The strong emission from the outer disc will lead to a strong narrow com-
ponent, while the emission from the inner disc will lead to weaker line wings or
shoulders on the narrow component. Hence, FWHMmeasurementswill typically
be low (for low and mid J lines) since they are dominated by the strong narrow
component. In the case of a group II disc, the stellar radiation cannot reach far
beyond the inner radius of the disc. Hence, lines from these discs are typically
broad. This means that even without gaps or holes in the inner regions of group
I discs, group I discs could in general show narrower profiles than group II discs.
If dust holes/gaps or dust+gas holes are introduced, a strong contribution to the
line flux will come from the dust wall. If a small hole is present in a group I disc
this could lead to a large flux contribution from a dust wall much closer to the
inner radius of the disc. Hence, a group I disc with a small gap could show broad
lines of similar FWHMas the group II discs. In summary, from our grid an overall
trend emerges where group II discs show broader lines than group I discs. How-
ever, with the possibility of outliers exists, due to the presence of cavities in the
inner regions.
5.4.3 Observational complications
The highest NIR spectral resolution (R ∼100000), is necessary in order to fully re-
solve the detailed line shapes. The spectral resolution offered by NIRSPEC/Keck
(R ∼25000), would in many cases not be enough to determine whether lines have
more complex shapes, i.e. peak separations are altered (single peaks or flat tops
may appear instead), shoulders merge with either the continuum or the line, and
the appearance of the linewings (vertical sides or extendedwings)will be very un-
clear. However, observations from this instrument can still be useful with the new
diagnostics from our grid. In the Appendix, we show the effects of convolving
with the NIRSPEC/Keck resolution on the FWHM, the peak separations and the
line fluxes as a function of J (Figures 5.24-5.26) and find that the overall FWHM,
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line flux, and peak separation, versus J behaviour is still recognisable.
As mentioned in noisy (or low spectral resolution) spectra, the appearance of
the line wings can be hard to determine (vertical sides, extended lines, shoulders).
One possibility to improve upon this is to compose amedian, if many lines are col-
lected from the same disc. This has to be done carefully in a stepwise procedure
to avoid co-adding lines that have different shapes, with careful wavelength cali-
bration to avoid smearing out narrow peak separations.
Another issue, is the possibility for telluric residuals to either increase a de-
pression between peaks leading to larger peak separations or to impose a double
peak on an otherwise single peaked or flat topped profile. To minimise this prob-
lem observations should be gathered at the epoch of the highest possible velocity
shift (barycentric + radial velocity) of the relevant source. This will shift telluric
residuals off the centers of the profiles; this approach was successfully used in
Hein Bertelsen et al. submitted (Chapter 3).
The presence of non-Keplerian components can also lead to the misinterpre-
tation of line profiles. There is no simple solution to this issue. The only solution
is to carefully consider all possible interpretations of the lines (including both
a pure Keplerian and a Keplerian+non-Keplerian scenario), to deduce which is
more likely. Observations of other complementary lines can help in clarifying the
origins of line profile features/components (Ne ii, [O i], OH).
Discs with spatially resolved CO ro-vibrational emission also add complica-
tions to the line shape interpretations. If the emitting region extends beyond the
size of the instrument PSF (point spread function), the spatial extent can be de-
tected (for CRIRES/VLT this is ∼0.2"). Using spectro-astrometry (Pontoppidan
et al. 2008), the spatial extent can be resolved down to even smaller sizes (roughly
the size of a pixel, for CRIRES that is 0.086"). If the emission is extended beyond
the 0.2" slit width, this can lead to slit loss where the line profile shape is altered,
affecting measurements of FWHM, peak separations, and line fluxes (Hein Ber-
telsen et al. 2014, chapter 2). Meanwhile, it might be possible to recover the origi-
nal line profile shape by observing the disc through a slit at several position angles,
or by choosing a position angle along the major axis of the disc.
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have studiedCO ro-vibrational lines from seven ProDiMomod-
els (selected from a larger grid of 20 models). We have calculated individual line
profiles, and derived peak separations, FWHM values, and line fluxes for indi-
vidual lines from each model and studied the behaviour of these quantities as
function of J. We note that this is only a small grid. Only a few key parame-
ters were varied in this study, andthe consequences of changing other parameters
is yet unexplored. Nevertheless, the results provide interesting diagnostics that
should be tested further in more modelling studies.
From our grid, we find that emission lines from pure Keplerian rotation in a
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continuous disc with no gaps in either dust or gas do not necessarily yield simple
double peaked profiles. Such simple profiles arise instead typically from discs
with dust-depleted inner regions. The complex shape originates from the non-
linear nature of the interplay between surface area effects, opacity effects, and
excitation. Despite this complexity, some diagnostic features can be derived from
this model grid.
1. The FWHM versus J behaviour can be used to trace the presence of dust
gaps in the discs. A FWHM that increases with J indicates either a con-
tinuous disc without a gap, or a gap with a low dust depletion factor. A
FWHM that stays constant with J indicates that the disc has a strongly dust
depleted region (depletion factor larger than 105). Meanwhile, very flat discs
also show constant FWHM behaviour, but the FWHM values are here very
high (>100 km/s), corresponding to emission from the inner disc radius and
should thus be easy to tell apart.
2. The line flux versus J behaviour can be used to identify gas depletion in the
dust holes. A disc with a line flux that decreases strongly (factors up to 100)
after a range of low J transitions with constant line fluxes (J<20), is a disc
with a significantly gas depleted inner region. On the other hand, a constant
flux versus J behaviour indicates that the gas is not significantly depleted in
the dust holes or that the dust+gas hole is small (in our grid depletion fac-
tors of 104 or more on the dust+gas mass lead to line fluxes decreasing by a
factor 100 from low to high J).
3. The shape of the line wings or sides of the profile bears information on the
geometry of the gas in the disc. Close to vertical profile sides (on broad dou-
ble peaks, on shoulders, or on narrow double peaks) indicate that there is
a significant contribution to the total flux from a very narrow region (radi-
ally). This is seen in cases of gas+dust holes or simply at the inner radius
of a continuous disc. Extended line wings indicate a more gradual onset of
the emission. Since the location of the dust wall will always give a strong
contribution to the emission (largest unobscured surface area for emission),
the lack of sharp features in the line (i.e. vertical sides), points to gas present
within a dust gap. However, in noisy observed line profiles affected by spec-
tral resolution, the difference between smooth linewings and vertical profile
sides can be subtle. Thus, clearly extended line wings can be used to infer
gas present within the radius of a dust wall (or simply that gas is present in
the inner disc), but vertical profile sides can rarely be unambiguously con-
firmed, and can therefore not be used on their own to identify the presence
of a gas depleted region.
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We applied this newly developed diagnostics to three observed discs (HD
250550, Hen 2-80, andHD 97048) discussed in chapter 3. We find that the FWHM,
peak separation, and line flux behaviour, together with the SEDs, fromHD 250550
and HD 97048 are indeed consistent with dust and gas being decoupled in these
discs, i.e. gas is present inside the dust holes/gaps. Meanwhile, for Hen 2-80
FWHM, peak separation, and line flux behaviour, together with the SED are con-
sistent with a small dust gap depleted in gas (gas and dust coupled in the inner
disc). Additionally, our grid predicts a difference in FWHM between group I and
group II discs, due to stellar radiation in flaring discs reaching much larger radii,
where much larger surface areas for emission is available. This leads to dominant
narrow components for the flaring discs as opposed to the flat discs where emis-
sion can only come from close to the star (dominant broad component). I.e. group
I discs show narrower lines than group II discs (with outliers due to the presence
of cavities). This prediction is consistent with the observed CO ro-vibrational
emission from Herbig Ae/Be discs, that can be found in literature. Hence, the
above described CO ro-vibrational diagnostics are very promising new ways to
study the gas and dust gaps in the inner discs. For the further study of these lines
and their diagnostic features, it is crucial to have a high resolution instrument





The appendix contains SEDs, gas volume density plots, CO abundance plots, and
gas and dust temperature plots from our full model grid of 20 models (Figures
5.19-5.23). We also show plots with FWHM, peak separation, and line fluxes as a
function of J number for each of the models in the grid (Figures 5.24-5.26). Table
5.4 shows an overview of the line profile features of the selected models. Lastly,
we show individual line profiles for the full line sample from eachmodel (Figures




Figure 5.19 – Spectral energy distribution from eachmodel in our full grid (black), with the






































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.20 – Gas volume density from each model in our full grid. From top left to bottom
right: Model #0, A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8, B1, B2, B3, B4, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, AC1,
AC2. Contour lines showing Tgas=2000 K (white), min(Av,ver, Av,rad ) = 1.0 (minimum of
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Figure 5.21 – CO abundance profile from each model in our grid with over plotted contour
lines showing the gas (white) and dust (black) temperature. From top left to bottom right:
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Figure 5.22 – The gas temperature from each model in our grid. From top left to bottom
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Figure 5.23 – The dust temperature from each model in our grid. From top left to bottom




Figure 5.24 – The FWHMversus the upper J level of line profiles fromallmodels in the grid.
Themodel identification is indicated on the plot. The puremodel results are shown as black
crosses, while blue crosses show the model results convolved with the NIRSPEC/keck
spectral resolution of R=25000.
216
5.6 Model grid
Figure 5.25 – The peak separation versus the upper J level of line profiles from all models
in the grid. The model identification is indicated on the plot. The pure model results
are shown as black crosses, while blue crosses show the model results convolved with the
NIRSPEC/keck spectral resolution of R=25000.
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Appendix
Figure 5.26 – The line fluxes versus the upper J level of line profiles from all models in
the grid. The model identification is indicated on the plot. The pure model results are
shown as black crosses, while blue crosses show themodel results convolvedwith the NIR-
SPEC/keck spectral resolution of R=25000. The convolvedmodel results do not differ from





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.27 – Individual lines from each of the models in the grid. From left to right we
show model #0, A1, A2, A3, A4. The upper level J number is indicated next to each line.
From top to bottom the lines are ordered by emitting wavelength (the upper half are the
P-branch lines and the lower half are the R-branch lines).
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5.6 Model grid
Figure 5.28 – Individual lines from each of the models in the grid. From left to right we
show model, A5, A6, A7, A8, B1. The upper level J number is indicated next to each line.
From top to bottom the lines are ordered by emitting wavelength (the upper half are the
P-branch lines and the lower half are the R-branch lines).
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Appendix
Figure 5.29 – Individual lines from each of the models in the grid. From left to right we
show model, B2, B3, B4, C1, C2. The upper level J number is indicated next to each line.
From top to bottom the lines are ordered by emitting wavelength (the upper half are the
P-branch lines and the lower half are the R-branch lines).
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5.6 Model grid
Figure 5.30 – Individual lines from each of the models in the grid. From left to right we
show model, C3, C4, C4, AC1, AC2. The upper level J number is indicated next to each
line. From top to bottom the lines are ordered by emitting wavelength (the upper half are
the P-branch lines and the lower half are the R-branch lines).
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Figure 5.31 –Medians compiled from each of themodels in the grid for low (J<10), medium




Figure 5.32 –Medians compiled from each of themodels in the grid for low (J<10), medium




Figure 5.33 –Medians compiled from each of themodels in the grid for low (J<10), medium




Figure 5.34 –Medians compiled from each of themodels in the grid for low (J<10), medium




Figure 5.35 –Medians compiled from each of themodels in the grid for low (J<10), medium
(10<J<20), and high (J>20) J transitions. From top to bottomwe showmodel , C4, C4, AC1,
AC2.
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